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Abstract
We report the superconducting properties of immiscible Nb–Cu nanocomposite films with
varying compositions. The microstructure of the films revealed the presence of phase separated,
closely spaced, nano-grains of Nb and Cu whose sizes changed marginally with composition. In
all films we observe two resistive transitions. Analysis of the superconducting phase transition
from temperature dependences of DC resistivity and AC susceptibility and comparison of the
superconducting transition temperatures with that in nanoparticles of pure Nb with different
particle sizes permit us to make a conclusion about a possible establishment of a global phase
coherence in Nb–Cu system. The temperature variation of the critical current fits well with the
Ambegaokar-Baratoff theory and this agreement suggests that our thick Nb–Cu films possibly
behave like a random 3D network of Josephson junctions.

Keywords: 3D films, phase fluctuations, nanocomposites

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Superconductivity in granular media has been a recurring
theme in the field of superconductivity for several decades [1–
6]. Early studies on granular superconductors indicated that
depending on the degree of coupling between grains, the
elementary excitations that eventually destroy super-
conductivity at a characteristic temperature, Tc, could be
fundamentally different from those in clean homogeneous
systems. From phenomenological standpoint, the Tc of a
superconductor is governed by the amplitude and phase
excitations of the complex superconducting order parameter,
Y = Y fe ,0

i where Y0 is related to the pairing strength between
electrons forming a Cooper pair and f is the phase of the
macroscopic condensate. Within the celebrated Bardeen–
Cooper–Schrieffer (BCS) theory, Tc is given by the temper-
ature at which Y0 goes to zero and phase fluctuations play a
negligible role. The rationale for this assumption is that in

homogeneous superconductors the energy cost of twisting the
phase, the superfluid stiffness, J, is prohibitively large [7]. On
the other hand, in granular systems where the super-
conducting grains are weakly coupled to each other through
Josephson coupling, this assumption no longer remains valid.
Consequently, it has been suggested that superconductivity in
such systems could be destroyed through phase fluctuations
[8, 9] even when the amplitude of the order parameter
remains finite. In recent years this topic has received a new
impetus in the context of homogeneous disordered super-
conductors [10–13], where the superconducting state spon-
taneously segregates into domains, separated by non-
superconducting regions. In many ways strongly disordered
superconductors mimic the granular superconductors, where
the superconducting grains are coupled to each other through
a network of Josephson junctions.

Since at lower dimensions superconductors become more
susceptible to phase fluctuations, the role of phase
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fluctuations has been often studied in the two-dimensional
(2D) limit. These systems include ultrathin 2D disordered
superconductors [14, 15], normal metal films decorated with
superconducting islands [16] and even graphene decorated
with superconducting islands [17]. However, more recently,
attention has also shifted to three-dimensional (3D) systems.
Experimental investigations on 3D NbN films (with thickness
(t) much larger than the superconducting coherence length
(ξ)), where the emergent state in the presence of strong dis-
order is formed of superconducting islands separated by non-
superconducting regions, it was shown that superconductivity
gets destroyed through thermal phase fluctuations while sig-
nature of a superconducting energy gap persists up to a much
higher temperature [12]. Similar behavior was also inferred,
from more indirect transport measurements, in granular Al–
Ge thin films [18] and Au–In alloys [19] close to the super-
conductor-insulator phase boundary. Recently, the impor-
tance of phase fluctuations has also been demonstrated in
granular Al films [9] (where the grains are coupled through a
thin insulating oxide capping layer) from THz optical con-
ductivity measurements. However, the possibility of phase
fluctuations in a 3D granular superconductor-normal metal
matrix which remains well within the metallic regime across
the superconductor normal-metal phase boundary, has not
been explored in detail.

Nanocrystalline alloys of niobium (Nb) and copper (Cu)
provides an ideal experimental system to explore the role of
phase fluctuation is such a metallic 3D system. In general Nb
and Cu are immiscible and do not form a homogeneous
crystalline alloy. However, using confocal magnetron sput-
tering one can grow nanocrystalline Nb–Cu [20, 21] films
where Nb particles with size varying between 10 and 16 nm
are dispersed within a copper matrix formed by Cu grains of
8–20 nm in size. In this paper we explore the superconducting
properties of 3D nanocrystalline Nb–Cu films with varying
Nb/Cu composition, using AC susceptibility, magneto-
transport and point contact spectroscopy measurements. From
the transport measurements we get evidence for the presence
of phase fluctuations in the Nb–Cu nanocomposite films. Our
study shows that this forms a good tunable model system to
study how superconductivity can be influenced by the pre-
sence of phase fluctuations between the superconducting
grains, which determines the bulk superconducting transition
temperature.

2. Sample preparation and characterization

The granular thin films are grown by DC magnetron co-
sputtering of Nb and Cu. The sputter deposition carried out in
a custom-built chamber had the Nb and Cu targets (each with
99.9% purity) facing the substrate in a con-focal arrangement.
Oxidized Si [100] (p-type) having a thick (∼200 nm) amor-
phous SiO2 on the surface were used as substrates. The base
pressure during sputtering was 8×10−8 mbar. Additional
precautions were taken to reduce the amount of residual
oxygen in the chamber. Prior to deposition the chamber was
gettered with Ti twice and flushed five times with pure Ar gas

(99.999%). The pressure of the Ar gas during sputtering was
mostly kept at 5.3×10−3 mbar. The DC power for Nb
deposition using a 2″ diameter target was kept at
∼180–202W for most of the films. The substrate temperature
was kept at 600 °C. In these films, the composition of Nb and
Cu was varied by changing the ratio of the power densities
(sputtering power/area of the target) of the two and they were
grown for 5 min which resulted in films of thickness
145–250 nm [22]. These thicknesses are much larger than the
superconducting coherence length (ξ∼11–17 nm) estimated
from the critical field measurements (see section 3.2). Thus,
from the stand point of superconducting fluctuations, our Nb–
Cu films are in the 3D limit [23].

All the as-deposited Nb–Cu granular films or nano-
composites have been characterized using x-ray diffraction
(XRD), field emission scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
energy dispersive x-ray analysis (EDX) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) measurements. Figure 1 show
representative XRD spectra acquired for the films grown at
600 °C for different ratios of the sputtering power densities of
Nb and Cu. All films show distinct peaks corresponding to
BCC Nb [110] and FCC Cu [111] indicating phase separation
of the two immiscible elements. The Cu content in the films
could be tuned monotonically from 0% to 75% which was
estimated from an EDX analysis. In addition the Nb [110]
peak shifts to higher 2θ angles with increasing Cu content
(0.6% contraction in lattice parameter of Nb (aNb) for a film
with 75 At% Cu, see inset of figure 1) indicating that some Cu
atoms substitute for Nb atoms in the solid solution of Nb–Cu
during growth). It is also noteworthy that the Cu lattice
parameter (aCu) does not change with increasing Nb content.
The grain size of Nb (dNb) estimated from the line broadening
of XRD using the Debye–Scherrer formula (also called the
x-ray domain size), changes only slightly with increasing Cu
content in the films and ranges between 16 and 10 nm. The

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectra of some Nb–Cu
nanocomposite films with different Nb content. The y-axis is shown
in log scale for clarity. The inset shows the variation of the lattice
parameter (a) of Nb (scale at the left) and Cu (scale at the right) with
Nb content.
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x-ray domain size for Cu ranges between 8 and 20 nm (see
table 1).

All films had a granular structure as seen from the
microstructure of the SEM images (SEM of two representa-
tive films is shown in figures 2(a), (b)). However, one cannot
distinguish between the Nb and Cu grains from these images.
A compositional image of the nanoscale two-phase dispersion
was successfully obtained using an energy selective back-
scatter detector (see figures 2(e), (f)). The particle size was
also confirmed through TEM measurements done using a FEI
TITAN TEM operating at 300 keV. Local EDX analysis was
done using the high angle annular dark field (HAADF)
detector used in the scanning transmission electron micro-
scopy mode of the machine. A representative HAADF TEM
image on the film with Nb 85 At% is shown in figure 2(c).
Small grains of 10–15 nm is seen in the image. The lighter
and darker contrast signify Nb rich and Cu rich grains con-
firming the nano-scale phase separation in the film. A further
high resolution TEM image (HRTEM) (figure 2(d)) reveals
small grains (∼11 nm) separated by ∼1 nm inter-granular
disordered region indicating the absence of sharp interfaces
between the grains.

Electrical characterization was carried on the films in the
standard four probe geometry using a sample in vacuum,
cryogen free system (Cryo Industries of America, Manche-
ster, NH, USA) with a base temperature of 2.8 K. This was
used to measure the temperature variation of resistivity as
well as the temperature dependence of the critical currents
(Ic). Temperature variation of susceptibility of the films
measured using a two-coil mutual inductance technique [24]
gave the superconducting transition temperature and the
magnetic field variation of the susceptibility at constant
temperatures was used to measure the critical fields (Hc2) of
the films.

3. Results

3.1. The superconducting transition and critical fields

The superconducting transition was measured by both four
probe DC resistivity and AC susceptibility using the two-coil
mutual inductance technique. Figure 3(a) shows the plot of
the temperature dependence of the resistivity for the Nb–Cu
films with varying Nb content. The resistivity gradually
decreases with decreasing Nb content and gradually approa-
ches the resistivity of bulk Cu films. Besides all films showed
a positive temperature coefficient indicating the formation of

metallic films with good connectivity between grains. The
presence of the metallic Cu matrix makes the Nb–Cu system
distinctly different from the well-studied granular Al–Al2O3

system which shows a metal to insulator transition accom-
panied by an increase in the room temperature resistivity with
decreasing amount of the superconducting material. Another
distinction between the normal metal-superconductor nano-
composite films studied here from the conventionally studied
superconductor-insulator granular films is brought out
through the transport measurements at low temperatures.
From the resistance versus temperature (R–T) plots at low
temperature (figure 3(b)), close to the superconducting
transition, it is observed that the resistance of the films drops
to zero in two steps. We identify two characteristic tem-
peratures: Tc

ON and Tc0. Tc
ON is associated with the individual

Nb grains becoming superconducting while Tc0 corresponds
to the temperature where the resistance goes below our
measurable limit and is associated with the establishment of
the global phase coherence in the films. Interestingly, the two
transitions are absent in the diamagnetic shielding response
measured from AC susceptibility (distinctly visible for the Nb
46 At% sample in figures 3(b) and (c)) which can be under-
stood as follows. Since the characteristic length scale for the
decay of magnetic field inside a superconductor is the
magnetic penetration depth (λ), one cannot observe any sig-
nificant diamagnetic response for isolated particles with dia-
meters (d) much smaller than the penetration depth [25]4.
Note that λ for Nb single crystal is about 39 nm [26] which
would increase with increasing disorder (decreasing Tc

ON)
[27]. Thus, the particle size of the Nb grains (d∼16–20 nm)
separated by intervening Cu in our samples is less than λ. At
the temperature when these grains go superconducting but
long range phase coherence is not established, from the
standpoint of magnetic response these grain will behave as
isolated superconducting particles, and will not contribute and
display any observable diamagnetic shielding response [25].
In contrast, when long range phase coherence is established
between the grains the diamagnetic shielding current will
encompass the entire sample and show a pronounced
response in AC susceptibility. This should coincide with the
temperature where the bulk resistance goes to zero. This has
been observed in all our films (see figures 3(b), (c)). Another
noteworthy observation made from figures 3(b)–(e) is that the

Table 1. Superconducting parameters, Tc0, T ,c
ON Hc2, Δ(0) for Nb–Cu nanocomposite films with varying Nb At%.

Nb At% dNb (nm) dCu (nm) Tc0 (K) Tc
ON (K) Hc2 @ ∼1.7 K (T) Δ(0) (meV) 2Δ(0)/kBTc

ON

87 16 9 7.2 8.1 2.8 1.1 3.1
76 14 14 6.9 7.7 — 0.98 3.0
65 13 15 6.8 7.5 1.85 0.91 2.8
46 10 18 6.3 6.7 — — —

25 8 20 5.8 6.1 1.13 — —

4 Theoretically, the shielding response from susceptibility, decreases rapidly
with particle size and goes as χ ~ (r3/8λ2ξ), whereris the radius of the
particle. This has been verified on isolated Pb nanoparticles (λ ~ 37
nm)where the diamagnetic shielding response become unobservable below
(2r/λ) ~0.1.
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two transitions are most clearly visible in the film with highest
Nb content (figure 3(d)). The reason for this is that the low
resistivity of the films with increasing Cu content makes it
difficult to distinguish clearly the small drop in resistance.
However, taking a derivative of the plots clearly shows the
two transitions in the films (figure 3(e)). The first peak in the

derivative plot occurs at Tc
ON which is the onset of the

superconducting transition in R–T. The second peak occurs at
a lower temperature corresponding to the second transition.

We also measured the upper critical fields (Hc2) of the
films from isothermal χ′–H measurements (figure 3(f)).
Figure 3(g) summarizes the variation of T ,c

ON Tc0 and Hc2 as a

Figure 2. Representative scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of Nb–Cu films with composition of (a) Nb 85 At% and (b) Nb 76 At%. (c)
HAADF image of a film with composition of Nb 85 At%. Local EDX shows Nb rich and Cu rich grains showing separate contrast. (d)
HRTEM image of the film with composition of Nb 85 At% showing grains of ∼15 nm. (e), (f) SEM image and the corresponding back
scattered image of one of the representative Nb–Cu films with composition of Nb 25 At%.
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Figure 3. (a) Temperature dependence of resistivity (ρ) for the Nb–Cu nanocomposite film with varying concentration. (b) Plot of
normalized resistance (R/RN) with temperature for the same set of films as shown in (a) close to the superconducting transition. RN is the
resistance of the films at 10 K. Tc

ON is the onset of the transition and Tc0 is the temperature where the resistance (R) goes to zero. (c) Plot of
the real part of susceptibility (χ′) with temperature for the same set of films as shown in (a) close to the superconducting transition. (d) Plot
of R/RN versus T in an expanded scale for representative Nb–Cu films showing the two transitions. The y-axis is plotted in a log scale. For
comparison, the R–T plot for a pure Nb film of similar thickness is also shown (a single clean transition is observed). (e) Plot of the
derivative of the R–T plot shown in (d) with temperature for the same two representative Nb–Cu films. The scale for the Nb 25 At% is
shown on the left and that for Nb 85 At% is shown in the right. Two peaks showing the presence of two transitions. (f) Plot of critical field
(HC2) with temperature for four representative Nb–Cu films. Nb 85 At% (blue), Nb 74 At% (cyan), Nb 65 At% (green) and Nb 25 At%
(orange). (g) Variation of Tc0 (magenta stars obtained from χ′–T and green circles obtained from R–T, the scale is shown in the left), Tc

ON

(blue triangles obtained from R–T) and Hc2 (red squares, the scale shown in the right) with Nb content (in At%) for the Nb–Cu
nanocomposite films.
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function Nb content. We observe Hc2 decreases by a factor of
two when the Nb content is varied from 85–25 At%. In the
same range Tc0 decreases from 8 to 6 K.

3.2. Critical current

In order to ascertain if our system consisting of random mixtures
of nano-grains of Nb and Cu forms a random array of Josephson
weak links, we carried out I–V (current–voltage) measurements
of the films. To ensure current uniformity, for this particular
measurement, the films were patterned to create a stripline of
50μm width with large contact pads at the two ends (see
schematic of the device in figure 4(a)). The strip line was fab-
ricated through argon ion beam milling of the Nb–Cu films
using a 50 μm diameter gold wire as a mask. We restricted the
measurements at temperatures where no visible heating effect
was present. Figure 4(b) shows the temperature dependence of
the critical current density, Jc (= critical current, Ic/cross sec-
tional area). A representative I–V data is shown in the inset of
figure 4(b)). We observe that Jc decreases with increasing Cu
content in the films. In figure 4(c), we plot the normalized cri-
tical current (Ic/Ic0) with respect to the reduced temperature
(T/Tc0) for all films shown in figure 4(b). All plots collapse to
a single curve. We analyzed our data on the basis of the
Ambegaokar–Baratoff theory for a disordered array of well-
coupled Josephson junctions [28, 29] according to which

p= D D( )( ( ) ) ( )I R T e2 tanh ,N
T

k Tc 2 B
where Δ(T) is the super-

conducting energy gap of the superconductor forming the
Josephson junction and RN is the normal state tunneling resist-
ance of a junction . From above, we see that close to Tc0, Ic∝Δ

(T)2. Assuming that the Nb–Cu nanocomposite films remain a
BCS superconductor (which we have subsequently verified
using point contact Andreev reflection studies), BCS variation of
Δ(T) close to Tc0 should be valid. Thus, as was shown in [29],
the temperature variation of Ic can be empirically given by

= -
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( )I I 1 T

Tc c0

4

c0
which is consistent with the Ambegao-

kar–Baratoff theory. We obtain a reasonable fit (see figure 4(c))
close to Tc0 with the fit parameters shown in table 2. The
goodness of the fit given by the normalized χ2 is 0.997. These
results are qualitatively consistent with a random network of
Josephson junctions which suggest that the Nb–Cu nano-
composite films possibly form such a network. It is possible to
expect this behavior because Nb/Cu planar multilayers manifest
the Josephson properties [30]. More information of the proper-
ties of these Josephson junction could be obtained from the
observation of oscillations in Ic with magnetic field and Shapiro
steps under microwave irradiation. However, these measure-
ments would require fabricating nanobridges with width of few
tens of nm containing few Josephson junctions such that the

Figure 4. (a) Schematic of the device used to do I–V measurements. (b) Plot of critical current density (Jc) with temperature for three
representative Nb–Cu films. Nb 87 At% (blue squares), Nb 65 At% (green triangles) and Nb 25 At% (orange stars). The inset shows the I–V
measurements done at different temperatures below Tc0 for a representative film (Nb 87 At%) used to extract Ic values. (c) Plot of reduced
critical current (Ic/Ic0) with reduced temperature (T/Tc0) for the films shown in (a). The y-axis is in log scale. All films show a power law
behavior as shown by the red solid line. Inset shows the optical image of one of the striplines used for the I–V measurements.

Table 2. Parameters, Tc0, Ic0 obtained by fitting temperature variation

of critical current with the relation, = -
⎡
⎣⎢

⎤
⎦⎥( )I I 1 .T

Tc c0
4

c0
The third

column shows the critical current density, Jc0.

Nb At% Tc0 (K) Ic0 (mA) Jc0 (A cm−2)

87 7.95 125 1.56×106

65 6.8 95 1.06×106

25 5.8 89 7.12×105
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effect is not averaged out. This is at the limit of current litho-
graphic techniques and is beyond the scope of the present work.

3.3. Superconducting energy gap

Point contact Andreev reflection (PCAR) spectroscopy was
done to measure the superconducting energy gap (Δ) of the
films. It was done in the conventional needle-anvil technique
in which a ballistic contact was made with a Pt–Ir tip on the
superconducting film [31]. Current–voltage (I–V ) character-
istics of the junction was measured using a Keithley 2400
universal sourcemeter at different temperatures. These were
numerically differentiated to obtain the PCAR spectra (con-
ductance (G(V ) =dI/dV ) versus the voltage (V )).

Figure 5(a) shows a representative G(V )–V spectra for the
film with Nb 76At% at different temperatures below Tc0. The

spectra have been normalized at V=3mV. The value ofΔ was
determined by fitting the spectra with the Blonder–Tinkham–

Klapwijk (BTK) theory [32] with Δ, Z (barrier parameter), and
Γ (broadening parameter [31]) as fitting parameters. Reasonable
fits were obtained at all temperatures and Δ showed BCS var-
iation with temperature (figure 5(b)). Figures 5(c), (d) show the
PCAR spectra acquired at low temperatures (T/Tc0∼0.35–0.4)
for two nanocomposite films with Nb 87At% and Nb 65At%
respectively along with the fits from the BTK theory. From
the fits we observe that the value of the gap at the lowest
temperature measured for the film decreases with deceasing
Nb content in them consistent with the decrease in the transition
temperature. Furthermore, the PCAR measurements show that
the nanocomposite films remain a BCS superconductor with
increasing amounts of Cu with the value of 2Δ(0)/
kBTc

ON∼2.8–3.1.

Figure 5. (a) PCAR spectra (G(V )/G(3 mV) versus V ) at different temperatures below Tc0 for a representative Nb–Cu film with Nb 76 At%.
The circles are the data points and the solid lines are the fits using the BTK theory (see text). (b) Variation of the superconducting energy gap
(Δ) obtained from the fits with temperature (solid circles). The black solid line is the BCS variation of temperature dependence of gap. (c)
PCAR spectra for the film with Nb 87 At% at T∼2.5 K. (d) PCAR spectra for the film with Nb 65 At% at T∼2.4 K. For (c), (d), the raw
data is shown by circles and the solid line shows the BTK fit to the data. The parameters Δ(T), Γ(T) and z obtained from the fits are shown at
the bottom in each panel.
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4. Discussions

The emerging picture from our measurements in 3D Nb–Cu
nanocomposite films is that while the individual Nb grains
become superconducting at T ,c

ON the global phase coherence
is established only at a lower temperature Tc0. This behavior
is strikingly similar to the earlier reported behavior in thin
Au0.7In0.3 films [19] and nanopatterned superconductor–
normal–metal arrays [16] with the essential difference that
our films with thicknesses ∼200 nm, are clearly in the 3D
limit. The temperature variation of Ic in all our films indicate
that the nanocomposites possibly behave like a disordered
network of Josephson junctions. However, the low resis-
tivity of the films implies that they are in a regime where the
Josephson coupling energy is much less than the charging
energy. In such a system quantum phase fluctuations would
play a negligible role and the superconducting properties
would be dictated by thermal phase fluctuations and quasi-
particle excitations. Therefore, the superconducting trans-
ition at Tc0 corresponds to the temperature where the thermal
excitation energy overcomes the intergranular Josephson
coupling energy between Nb grains driving the global phase
coherence.

To further ascertain that the two transitions in our films
are associated with the grains and inter-grain coupling
respectively, we measured R–T at different magnetic fields for
the film with Nb 87 At% which showed the two transitions
most distinctly (see figure 6(a)). We plot the loci of Tc0 (H)
and ( )T Hc

ON in the H–T plane (figure 6(b)). (For completeness
we also plot the Hc2 (T) obtained from isothermal χ′–H
measurements, which coincides with the locus of Tc0 (H).) In
the same plot (figure 6(b)), the locus of Tc (H) for a pure Nb
nanocrystalline film [33] with Nb grains ∼15 nm details of
synthesis of pure nanocrystalline Nb films can be obtained in
[34] which corresponds to grain size of Nb in this Nb–Cu

nanocomposite film is plotted. We observe that, within
experimental error, the Tc (H) for the nanocrystalline Nb film
coincides with ( )T Hc

ON of the Nb–Cu nanocomposite films
confirming that ( )T Hc

ON corresponds to the superconducting
transition temperature of individual Nb grains in the nano-
composite sample. On the other hand at Tc0 the global phase
coherence is established across the Nb grains giving a zero
resistance state.

One outstanding puzzle is the apparent absence of
superconducting proximity effect (SPE) on T .c

ON Over our
entire range of composition Tc

ON varies from 8 K with highest
Nb content to 6 K with lowest Nb content. However, a closer
inspection reveals that this decrease is consistent with
quantum size effects [35] resulting from the decrease in the
Nb grain size (table 1). In addition, the small lattice parameter
change with increasing Cu content in our films (0.6% for the
film with 75 At% Cu) cannot rule out the possibility of a small
amount of Cu diffusion in the Nb grains, which would also
slightly suppress T .c

ON SPE on the other hand is believed to be
quenched if the interface between the normal metal and
superconductor is rough [36]. The presence of ∼1–2 nm inter-
granular region as seen from the HRTEM images (see
figure 2(d)) in our films indicate the absence of sharp inter-
faces between the Nb–Cu grains which could decrease SPE.
We believe that this disordered intergranular region is
responsible for the suppression of proximity effect in our
samples.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion we report on the study of superconducting
properties of 3D random mixtures of S–N nanocomposite
films. These Nb–Cu films grown by co-sputtering showed
distinct phase-separation with formation of nano-grains of Nb

Figure 6. (a) Plot of resistance (R) with temperature at different magnetic fields (shown as legends in the figure) for a representative Nb–Cu
film with Nb 87 At% showing the evolution of the two transitions with magnetic field. (b) Plot of critical fields (Hc2) obtained from (a) with
temperature for the Nb 87 At% film. Blue circles are from R–T (where Hc2 is plotted against Tc0) and magenta stars are from χ′–T. Red
squares are from R–T (where Hc2 is plotted against Tc

ON). The black half shaded circles are for a Nb nano-crystalline film with dNb∼15 nm
(from [33]).
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and Cu. In all films, with varying content of Nb:Cu, transport
measurements reveal that the films approach the zero resist-
ance state through two transitions. Furthermore, the power
law variation of the critical current of the films with temp-
erature close to Tc0 consistent with the Ambegaokar–Baratoff
relation, suggests that the films possibly form a random array
of Josephson junctions. This leads us to conjecture on the
origin of the two transitions observed in RT. The onset of the
superconducting transition (Tc

ON) is controlled by the indivi-
dual Nb grains. However, when all these individual Nb grains
are phase locked via the Josephson coupling through Cu
grains, the macroscopic phase coherent ground state is
obtained at Tc0. This was further substantiated from transport
measurements in magnetic field, where the transition due to
the individual Nb grains (Tc

ON) evolved much slowly with
magnetic field as compared to the phase locking temperature,
Tc0. All superconducting properties like Tc0, Hc2 and Jc0
decrease with increasing Cu content indicating the role of
coupling between the grains. Our results indicate the role of
phase fluctuations in controlling superconductivity in these
random mixtures of S–N nanocomposite films.
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